
25 Reasons to Stop Smoking

1. Lung Cancer - smoking is the number one cause of lung cancer
2. Heart Disease - one out of every five heart disease deaths are directly

related to smoking
3. Covid 19 - smokers have a greater chance of developing a severe case and

dying from COVID-19
4. Diabetes - smoking is a major contributor to the rise in type 2 diabetes
5. Alzheimer's Disease - the mental decline in elderly smokers is five times

faster than in elderly non-smokers
6. Stroke - smoking makes you twice as likely to die if you have a stroke, and

the more you smoke, the greater your risk of stroke. If you smoke 20
cigarettes a day, you are six times more likely to have a stroke compared to
a non-smoker

7. Secondhand Smoke - each year in the US secondhand smoke causes close to
50,000 deaths from heart disease or lung cancer

8. Liver Cancer - smoking increases your risk of developing liver cancer
9. Gum Disease and Tooth Loss - smokers have twice the risk for gum disease

and tooth loss than nonsmokers
10.Erectile Dysfunction - smoking builds up plaque in the arteries and obstructs

blood flow



11.Cancer Treatment - smoking increases the chances that cancer treatment
will fail. The longer the period between quitting smoking and starting
cancer treatment, the better the treatment works

12.Vision Loss - studies have shown that smoking increases the risk of cataracts
and glaucoma

13.Rheumatoid Arthritis - smoking increases your likelihood of developing
rheumatoid arthritis

14.Colorectal Cancer - those who smoke are more likely to die from colorectal
cancer

15.Dementia - smoking is a significant factor for vascular dementia
16.Medical Care - Costs of medical care for smokers is more than triple that of

nonsmokers
17.Loss of Years of Life - people who smoke can lose more than 10 years of

their life and quality of life particularly in later years is far below that of a
nonsmoker

18.Bladder Cancer - the number one risk factor for bladder cancer is smoking
19.Cervical Cancer - the risk of developing and cervical cancer of double s in

women who smoke
20.Compromised Immune System - smoking depresses antibodies and cells in

the body that are supposed to help fight off sickness and disease
21.Stronger Bones - studies have shown that smoking increases the risk of

osteoporosis and fractures
22.Hearing Loss - people who smoke are 70% more likely to suffer from hearing

loss
23.Acid Reflux - studies show smokers are more likely to suffer from acid reflux
24.Pets - not only can secondhand smoke harm your family and kids but it can

also hurt your pets and shortened their lives
25.Slower Healing Wounds - smoking causes wound to heal slower because it

reduces blood flow to the skin
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